
Another update from OSASF!

Howdy Y'all:
 
The stay-at-home order ended yesterday, but the state of emergency, with its  lockdown,
continues. So very little has changed except that you can now legally go out for non-life sustaining
activities. They are hinting that we may enter Step 1 re-opening ahead of the scheduled date of
June 14. My guess is it may be advanced to June 12, but not much sooner. We'll have to wait and
see, but as it stands, things are still cancelled.

On a different note, firearms owners and businesses fighting the Order In Council banning AR
15's (and many other rifles) scored a legal victory of sorts. The judge ruled that background
documents leading to the decision were cabinet secrets that cannot be disclosed in open court.
But it was also ruled that the material was to be provided to the court, under seal, so that the court
could review it, and decide whether or not the public interest in disclosure outweighs its secrecy.
Another wait and see, but there is a glimmer of hope that the rotten process will be exposed. Plus
the judge awarded costs to the plaintiffs - that is a tangible victory.

Rule Review 

This is the test question left with everyone last week.

If a shooter trips and falls with pistol in hand of their own accord, i.e., no RO interference and they
still have pistol in hand, but part of the barrel is touching the ground and they did not break the
170° what would the call be?  

Answer:  Did the gun fall or was it dropped?  If you remember a couple of months back, as long
as the shooter maintains contact with the firearm, it is considered still in their control.  Since we
are told that they did not break the 170°, it is reasonable to assume that since they are on the
firing line, they could not sweep anyone.  Therefore, no penalty is assessed.  As long has they are
mentally and physically willing and able to continue, the RO will let them finish the stage.  A quick
observation of the shooter by the RO should answer the questions of their ability to continue but
they can also be asked. 

Two other considerations, not in the question are a) did a prop failure cause them to fall?  If so, a
re-shoot can be granted, or b) could the gun barrel be obstructed with dirt?  If the RO thinks that is
possible, the RO should have them safely put that gun down and continue.  If the barrel is
obstructed, the stage stands.  If there is no obstruction, the shooter can get a re-shoot for RO
interference.  No problem.

Assuming they are not stopped by the RO, can the shooter ask for a re-shoot?  Well, they can ask
- but in accordance with SASS rules, they are not allowed a re-shoot.

And you thought being an RO was an easy job - you have to keep your wits about you!
 
Outlawed Items

In the rule book, there is a list of outlawed items.  A couple that first come to mind are baseball
caps and running shoes.  Have you ever thought about some of the others in the context of how
to define them?
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Designer Jeans.  "Designer Jeans" refers to those modern jeans that have slogans or logos
embroidered, silk screened and such, saying things like "PINK" or "BABY". (Jeans with fancy
stitching or flashy adornments are acceptable)

Short sleeve shirt.  A “short sleeve shirt” is a shirt with sleeves that do NOT extend to the wrist.
Note: Rolling up a long sleeve shirt is acceptable but fastening a rolled-up shirt sleeve in place is
the same as short sleeve, which is Outlawed/Prohibited and subject to DQ penalties.

That definition of short sleeve shirt was then tested when a competitor showed up at a sanctioned
match dressed as Mongo, from Blazing Saddles.  For those who do not remember, Mongo had a
shirt with no sleeves, i.e., cut off right at the shoulder.

The ROC ruling:  This is not a short sleeve shirt.  It is properly defined as a vest and therefore
correct to wear in a SASS sanctioned match.  Who would have thought that Blazing Saddles
would establish a dress code!

I mentioned when the Rule Reviews pieces started that they are provided by Legendary Lawman
- many thanks to him for continuing to provide these updates.

You can get my latest covid updates here.

The classifieds are still active in spite of the lack of matches - check things out. 

You can help fight the gun ban by supporting advocacy groups such as The Gun Blog The
Canadian Shooting Sports Association, The Canadian Coalition for Firearms Rights or the
National Firearms Association (among others). If you want to donate to any of the legal
proceedings fighting the bans, there is info here.

Next Matches: Covid lockdown - not until June at the earliest - stay tuned!

Details are on the OSASF Website
Contact us here
 

OSASF Headquarters
Smoke Signal Division
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